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Red Hills and Cotton is suffused with Ben Robertson's deep affection for his native Upcountry
South Carolina. An internationally known and respected journalist, Robertson had a knack for
finding the interesting and exotic in seemingly humble or ordinary folk and a keen eye for human
interest stories. His power of description and disarmingly straightforward narrative were the
hallmarks of his writing.A loyal Southern son, Robertson cherished what he judged to be the
South's best traditions: personal independence and responsibility, the rejection of crass
materialism, a deep piety, and a love of freedom. He repeatedly lamented the region's many
shortcomings: poverty, racial hierarchy, political impotence, lack of inttellectual curiosity, and its
tendency to blame all of its twentieth-century problems on the defeat of the Confederacy.An
informative and entertaining new introduction by Lacy K. Ford, Jr., associate professor of history
at the University of South Carolina, provides fascinating new facts about Robertson's life and
recasts his achievements in Red Hills and Cotton as social commentary. Ford captures the
essence of Robertson's restless and questioning, but unfailingly Southern, spirit.

About the AuthorJames Robinson, an accomplished writer and public speaker, is a retired
Canadian government Commerce Officer who has spent most of his life researching North
American and aboriginal history.... --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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RED HILLS AND COTTONSOUTHERN CLASSICS SERIESJohn G. Sproat, General EditorKing
Cotton and His Retainers: Financing and Marketing the Cotton Crop of the South, 1800–1925By
Harold D. WoodmanThe South as a Conscious Minority, 1789–1861: A Study in Political
ThoughtBy Jesse T. CarpenterRed Hills and Cotton: An Upcountry MemoryBy Ben
RobertsonJohn C. Calhoun: American PortraitBy Margaret L. CoitThe Southern Country
EditorBy Thomas D. ClarkRed Hills and Cottonan upcountry memoryby Ben Robertsonwith a
new introduction by Lacy K. Ford, Jr.University of South Carolina PressIntroduction to the
Southern Classics edition © 1991by the University of South CarolinaFirst published in 1942 by
Alfred A. KnopfFirst cloth edition, 1960First paperback edition, 1973Ebook edition published in
Columbia, South Carolina,by the University of South Carolina Press, 2021Manufactured in the
United States of America30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 2110 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1Library of Congress
Cataloging-in-Publication datacan be found at .Library of Congress Catalog No:60–53197Front
cover illustration: Original lithograph by Boyd SaundersCONTENTSGeneral Editor’s
PrefaceIntroductionRed Hills and CottonChapter IChapter IIChapter IIIChapter IVChapter
VChapter VIChapter VIIChapter VIIIChapter IXChapter XChapter XIGENERAL EDITOR’S
PREFACEThe Southern Classics Series returns to general circulation books of importance
dealing with the history and culture of the American South. Under the sponsorship of the
Institute for Southern Studies and the South Caroliniana Society of the University of South
Carolina, the series is advised by a board of distinguished scholars, whose members suggest
titles and editors of individual volumes to the general editor and help to establish priorities in
publication.Chronological age alone does not determine a title’s designation as a Southern
Classic. The criteria include, as well, significance in contributing to a broad understanding of the
region, timeliness in relation to events and moments of peculiar interest to the American South,
usefulness in the classroom, and suitability for inclusion in personal and institutional collections
on the region.Long viewed as a classic in the literature of nostalgia, Red Hills and Cotton is an
evocative tribute to the South of Ben Robertson’s youth. But it is more than a mere memoir of a
faded era. As Lacy Ford observes in his introduction to the volume, Robertson’s elegiac tone
conveys to discerning readers a penetrating critique as well as an appreciation of the region. In a
welcome examination of the author’s life and career, Ford also presents Robertson as a roving
journalist and brilliant war correspondent, the farthest thing from a provincial dreamer, yet also
as a southerner whose worldly awareness of paradox never diminished his love for his native
South. For old friends of Red Hills and Cotton, as well as for a later generation of readers, the
book now takes on new and even more poignant meaning.John G. SproatGeneral Editor,
Southern Classics SeriesINTRODUCTION TO THE SOUTHERN CLASSICS EDITION“What we
need in the South is a new leader,” Ben Robertson told an audience at the College of Charleston
in late June 1939, “what we need is a man with the heart and mind of Jefferson and the tactics of
Huey Long.”1 Robertson’s warm endorsement of the Sage of Monticello surely surprised few, if



any, of his listeners. The twentieth-century South, and especially its intellectuals and literati,
commonly embraced the region’s presumed Jeffersonian heritage enthusiastically. Many
Southerners viewed the Age of Jefferson as the republic’s golden age of decentralized power
and rural egalitarianism. By the 1930s, almost any Southerner could place Jefferson in his or her
pantheon of personal heroes with little fear of evoking a hostile reaction from a Southern
audience. But Robertson’s favorable mention of Huey Long doubtless stunned most of his
Charleston audience. Before falling to an assassin’s bullet in September 1935, the controversial
Louisiana Kingfish had won a significant national following with his flamboyant style, bare-
knuckled tactics, and homespun “share-the-wealth” radicalism. But Long’s rhetorical assaults on
privilege and wealth and his credible populist record as governor of Louisiana had also made
him an anathema to bankers and businessmen long before his talk of mounting a radical
challenge to President Franklin Roosevelt alienated him from the many rank-and-file Democrats
who saw FDR as the nation’s political savior. The conservative Charleston patricians who
comprised most of Robertson’s audience in 1939 had viewed Long with a combination of alarm
and disdain when the Kingfish was alive and had little use for his memory. In fact, by 1939, many
of these same Charlestonians had even grown disenchanted with Roosevelt and certainly had
no sympathy for anyone who postured consistently to FDR’s left, as Huey Long had done.If Ben
Robertson had politely shocked his conservative audience, he had doubtless intended to. It was
one of the young journalist’s standard tactics. Two years earlier, Robertson had left his friends
among Upcountry newspaper publishers and textile executives incredulous with his enthusiastic
praise of United Mine Workers’ president John L. Lewis, the chief architect of both the Congress
of Industrial Organizations (CIO) and its primary tactical innovation, the sit-down strike. Ben
Robertson liked to keep his listeners off-balance, to make them feel at least a touch uneasy. Yet
Robertson had not mentioned Long in his speech solely for shock value, nor had he chosen the
onetime Louisiana senator randomly. Instead, Robertson had selected the components of his
model new-style Southern political leader with considerable care, seeking to balance his respect
for the region’s best traditions (Jefferson) with what he saw as the region’s desperate need for
new energy and determination, and for a revived populist vision (Long).2Robertson’s improbable
blend of cavalier egalitarian and swashbuckling populist revealed his own profound ambivalence
about the condition of the South in the late 1930s and something about his personal vision of the
region’s future. As loyal a son as South Carolina and the South ever produced, Ben Robertson
found much to admire in his native region. He cherished what he judged its best traditions: a
strong sense of personal independence and responsibility, the rejection of crass materialism, a
deep piety that was both revealed and mocked by Bible-belt religiosity, and, most of all, a love of
freedom and corresponding willingness to make the sacrifices required to sustain freedom. Yet
Robertson also knew that the South of the 1930s needed changing. He repeatedly lamented
what he perceived as the region’s many shortcomings: its poverty, its racial hierarchy, its political
impotence, its collective lack of intellectual curiosity, and, above all, its tendency to blame all of
its twentieth-century problems on the defeat of the Confederacy and “Northern occupation”



during Reconstruction.3 This tendency irritated Robertson to the point of distraction. More than
twenty years before Robert Penn Warren, in The Legacy of the Civil War, described the South’s
penchant for using Confederate defeat as a “Great Alibi” for all the region’s postbellum failures,
Ben Robertson declaimed repeatedly against the tendency of Southerners to use defeat, or their
“beaten idea” as he called it, as an excuse for failure and inaction. To Robertson, the Lost Cause
seemed not so much a comforting myth as an ideology of paralysis and irresponsibility. If nothing
else, he found in Huey Long a man of action, a “doer,” a man who had broken free of the region’s
paralysis. In his Charleston speech, Robertson urged his audience to go out and plant a tree
every time they thought of Gettysburg. At least then, he maintained, some small good would
come out of the South’s obsession with losing the Civil War. The region’s landscape, if not its
mindset, would be changed for the better.It was this Ben Robertson, a Southerner good and true
but not an uncritical booster of his native region, who wrote Red Hills and Cotton: An Upcountry
Memory in the fall and winter of 1941. Robertson’s prose in the book exudes a grandfatherly
affection for the South Carolina Piedmont that was his boyhood home. But he was only thirty-
eight when he wrote Red Hills and Cotton, and although the book was, in some sense, the labor
of a lifetime, he spent less than six weeks in the fall of 1941 gathering material for it and
completed the actual writing in two-and-one-half weeks. Using only lower case letters,
Robertson hammered out the manuscript on a manual typewriter while staying at his father’s
house in Clemson. A friend then retyped his drafts and returned them to him for quick
proofreading.4 Robertson’s editor, Bernard Smith of Alfred A. Knopf and Company, finished
reading the entire manuscript by late January 1942, and immediately congratulated Robertson
on “a wonderful job.” The editor’s only complaint — that the “last few pages … sort of trail off” —
was not unexpected.5 After the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, Ben
Robertson did not have time to tarry over the concluding section of Red Hills and Cotton. His
considerable talents as a journalist, always in demand, were valued at a premium once the
United States became an active participant in World War II.At the time he sat down to write Red
Hills and Cotton in 1941, Ben Robertson was already an internationally known and respected
journalist. He had served as White House correspondent for the Associated Press during
Franklin Roosevelt’s first term, covered the war in Europe for the innovative national daily PM
during 1940–41, and published a moving account of the Battle of Britain, I Saw England, in
1941. In the spring of 1942, Robertson rejoined PM to cover the war on the Eastern front. He
returned to the United States in December 1942 and saw the published version of Red Hills and
Cotton for the first in the Atlanta home of his friend and fellow Clemson alumnus Wright Bryan of
the Atlanta Journal. He inscribed Bryan’s copy: “Nine days out of India and on Peachtree Street.”
In January 1943, he accepted an offer from the New York Herald-Tribune to become chief of that
paper’s important London Bureau. He was on his way to London via the Iberian peninsula when
he was killed on February 22, 1943, when the plane in which he was flying crashed near Lisbon
during a fierce storm. Robertson was four months shy of his fortieth birthday.Born June 22, 1903,
at Clemson, South Carolina, Benjamin Franklin Robertson, Jr., was the son of Benjamin Franklin



and Mary Bowen Robertson. Through the Robertson and Bowen lines young Ben enjoyed
kinship ties to Claytons, O’Dells, Craigs, Allgoods, and other large families that figured
prominently among the hundreds of sprawling cousinages which still constituted the bulk of the
South Carolina Upcountry’s rural white population in the early decades of the twentieth century.
Ben’s great-grandmother, Hattie Boone McKinney, was a great-niece of pioneer adventurer
Daniel Boone, giving Ben an ancestral claim on the American frontier spirit which served as a
source of personal pride throughout his lifetime. Ben’s father, a member of Clemson College’s
first graduating class in 1896, worked for most of his adult life as a chemist on the Agricultural
Extension Service staff at Clemson. The elder Robertson won national scientific recognition for
his experimental work leading to the development of new fertilizers, and from 1912 until his
retirement in 1942, Robertson, Sr., also served as the state toxicologist, a job whose duties
included providing expert testimony at several well-publicized murder trials. A devout Baptist and
an ardent Democrat, the elder Ben Robertson was, by the standards of his era, an unusually well
educated man and a respected professional who tried to teach his son and namesake the
virtues of education, knowledge, and curiosity, as well as the rewards and obligations of close
family and kinship ties and deep religious faith. The son later honored the father in the
dedication to Red Hills and Cotton as “the salt of the Southern earth.”Mary Bowen Robertson
was a graduate of Winthrop, the women’s college and teacher preparatory school founded by
Ben Tillman and his followers in the 1890s as the female counterpart to Clemson. Many
Upcountry wags noted the Robertson-Bowen marriage as among the first of many such
Clemson-Winthrop unions. Like the Robertsons, the Bowen family had deep Upcountry roots.
Mary’s father, William Thomas Bowen, was a Confederate veteran and a locally prominent
politician. An active member of the Farmers’ Alliance, William T. Bowen served two terms as
state senator from Pickens county and represented that county in the South Carolina
Constitutional Convention of 1895. A strong supporter of Ben Tillman, Bowen generally, but not
uniformly, voted with the Tillmanite majority on issues before the convention, but as a good
Baptist, he displayed considerably more interest than Tillman in securing a constitutional
prohibition on divorce (which was already illegal) in South Carolina. After Mary Bowen
Robertson died in 1910, when young Ben was only seven, her parents played an extremely
important role in his upbringing. In 1913 Ben Robertson, Sr., remarried (Hattie Boggs of Liberty,
S.C., the daughter of a nearby cotton farmer), but young Ben continued to visit his Bowen
grandparents often throughout his childhood and adolescence. Later he remembered these
visits in Red Hills and Cotton as formative influences on his character and described the Bowen
household as a place where “there was certainty about everything, about heaven and hell, about
the South, about us and the purpose of our civilization.” As an adult, Robertson concluded that
his upbringing had taught him “more about character than about culture.” Culture, Robertson’s
family insisted, “could be acquired” but “character had to be formed.” The aim of his parents and
allied relatives, Robertson recalled, “was to set me in the mold — to make me a Carolinian, a
Democrat and a Baptist. Once they had accomplished that — well, hell and high water could try



as they liked.”Always a good student, Ben Robertson won an essay contest sponsored by the
Daughters of the American Revolution before graduating from Clemson-Calhoun High School in
1919. After high school, Ben followed in his father’s footsteps to Clemson College where he
majored in botany (horticulture) while taking as many English and literature classes as his major
curriculum would permit. Having grown up on the Clemson campus, he was accustomed to
using the college library even before he enrolled as a student, and while he was matriculated he
became an even more frequent library user. Though its holdings were modest by national
standards, Robertson told Wright Bryan that “anyone who could learn a small part of the
knowledge” housed in the Clemson library “could set the world on fire.”6 As an undergraduate,
Robertson wrote for the student newspaper, The Tiger, edited the college yearbook, Taps,
during his senior year, and even tried his hand at writing a fight song for the popular Clemson
football program. He took his bachelor of science degree in 1923 as a classmate and “devoted
friend” of future governor and United States senator J. Strom Thurmond.7As Thurmond left
Clemson to begin his first career as a teacher and coach in his native Edgefield county, the
quietly ambitious Robertson decided to begin formal study of journalism at the University of
Missouri, where he worked closely with the school’s respected Dean of Journalism, Walter
Williams. In 1925, Robertson interrupted his studies with a year at the Charleston News and
Courier, where he worked out of the city room and covered local sports. Robertson had no
intention of spending his career as a sports writer, but he used his brief stint with the News and
Courier to develop friendships that would prove valuable in the future. The general editor during
Robertson’s tenure was Herbert Ravenel Sass, who later became an author of local and regional
repute; and Tom Lesesne, the city editor, who supervised Robertson, later exerted considerable
influence in South Carolina through his News and Courier editorials. It was also probably during
this year that Robertson first made the acquaintance of a rising prodigy of Charleston politics,
Burnet R. Maybank. The friendship between Robertson and Maybank blossomed over the years,
giving Robertson access to the South Carolina governor’s office once Maybank occupied it in
1939. After a year in Charleston, however, Robertson returned to the University of Missouri,
where he completed his bachelor of journalism degree in 1926. Anxious to see the world, he
then landed a job with the Honolulu Star-Bulletin through the good offices of Walter Williams. He
worked for the Star-Bulletin for two years before resigning to embark on an odyssey through
even more exotic areas of the Pacific. He traveled through Borneo to Java, where he worked for
a few months in 1928 as a clerk in the American consulate in Surabaya. Ultimately Robertson
arrived in Australia and joined the staff of the Adelaide News, where he worked a year before he
was enticed back to the United States by an offer from the New York Herald-Tribune.Most of
Robertson’s work in the Pacific took the form of conventional feature reporting. He searched out
interesting, and unusual, people and places and fashioned their stories into straightforward
accounts which entertained as well as informed his readers. If any particular characteristic
distinguished Robertson’s reporting in these early years, it was his knack for finding the
interesting and exotic in seemingly humble or ordinary folk. While in the Pacific, he



conscientiously gathered material which he would later shape into feature articles for such
magazines as Scribner’s, Current History, Asia, and Travel.8 Representative of Robertson’s
writing from this era was his sketch of a small Australian outback town, which appeared in Asia
in August 1929. Entitled “No Sunday-School Town,” it described the isolated, river town of
Broome, located between the Indian Ocean and the Great Sandy Desert, or, as Robertson put it,
“far from the influence of the Women’s Christian Temperance Union and the Anti-Saloon League
… between the Australian devil and the Australian deep blue sea.” Robertson focused
sympathetically on the rough life of the down-under fishing and pearling town, turning clever
phrases about painted Japanese women who “smile the professional smile known the world
over” and the “come-in-hither signs” of saloons looming on “strategic street corners.” Though
conventional travelogue pieces in many ways, essays of this sort allowed Robertson to refine his
natural talents for perceptive description and disarmingly straightforward narrative that were to
prove hallmarks of his journalistic career.His power of description and keen eye for human
interest stories served Robertson well during his five years (1929–34) as a reporter for the New
York Herald-Tribune. When he joined the paper, it was one of the nation’s most respected dailies.
Robertson spent much of his time pounding the streets of New York looking for stories. For
relaxation, the amiable Robertson, despite his Baptist upbringing, joined other reporters at
Bleeck’s, the famous speakeasy near the Herald-Tribune offices, for hours of story swapping
and political arguments. In 1934, at age thirty, he left New York and the Herald-Tribune for a job
as a political reporter with the Associated Press’s Washington bureau. Though he remained with
the wire service for nearly three years (1934–36), he later admitted that he had “never intended
staying” with the AP for very long but that he had been eager “to get to Washington” and the AP
offer had served that purpose.9 Apparently Robertson enjoyed his Washington years immensely
and he certainly earned a reputation there as an up-and-coming young journalist. He served
alternately as White House and Supreme Court correspondent for the Associated Press, and in
1935 he went abroad to cover the London Naval Conference.Robertson’s tenure with the
Associated Press spanned the last three years of Franklin Roosevelt’s eventful first
administration, an era when the nation’s capital was brimming with a new sense of self-
importance as people with ideas from around the country flocked to Washington to become part
of the New Deal. It was a heady time indeed for the rosy-cheeked young reporter from the South
Carolina hillcountry who covered many of Roosevelt’s press conferences. Almost immediately,
Robertson recognized the pivotal role the calm inspiration provided by the patrician sage of
Hyde Park played in the whole New Deal enterprise. The “greatness of Roosevelt over Hoover,”
he wrote, “is merely faith and courage.”10 In shaping Robertson’s assessment of the New Deal
more generally, the economic populism of his Upcountry background won out over the cultural
conservatism of the same origin as the young journalist’s broad empathy for common people
translated into strong sympathy for FDR’s rhetorical assaults on “economic royalists” and New
Deal programs designed to promote economic recovery and reform. Robertson’s neo-populist,
pro-New Deal leanings were clearly revealed in the private journal he kept during his



Washington years. “Business must be kept on the run, so it would seem, if there is to be any
survival of the old American hope for better things in this country,” he observed in March 1936;
“Business has its own way of not starving.” Adapting his personal creed in the face of modern
industrial realities, Ben Robertson joined those convinced by the Great Depression that new,
forceful Hamiltonian means would be needed to achieve long-cherished Jeffersonian ends. “The
people are now employees,” he reasoned, “and their only chance is the government and not in a
government that acts merely as a police power but in one that has for its purpose the protection
of the poor.” No longer was that government best which governed least; instead an activist
government was needed to aggressively protect the interests of the common people. In the age
of corporate capitalism, Robertson noted, “the people are organized only as voters.”11Despite
the excitement of working in FDR’s Washington, Ben Robertson quit his job with the Associated
Press in September 1936 and returned home to Clemson. He left Washington partially out of
frustration. “I was at the White House,” he told a friend in January 1937, “but I couldn’t stand the
… gutless way of fence riding between the few Democrat publishers and the thousands of
Republican publishers.” Robertson admitted that he had known “what it would be like when I
went to work for a press service” but added that he had “wanted to get to Washington and it
seemed the only way.” But primarily Robertson quit the AP in order to fulfill his ambition of writing
a novel. Back in Clemson, he followed what he called “a kind of vague, confused plan.” Between
September 1936 and January 1937, Robertson completed the writing of a novel based on ideas
that he had been tossing around in his mind for a number of years, ideas about the innate
restlessness of the American people and their struggle to settle the West. Though the idea was
originally conceived while he was reading a tattered copy of Whitman’s Leaves of Grass in
“faraway Java,” he maintained that his story was based on his “own background,” on “a family
that is old in an old state” and on a South Carolina “old in spirit” and thus “a center from which
people have always gone in each generation to settle the West — lonely, searching people,
never at rest….” Robertson tried to write his story “with all the pure passion” he could muster, but
he confessed that he did not “know whether I have succeeded.”12In fact, despite repeated
efforts, Robertson failed to find an established publishing house willing to take his novel. Finally
a couple of friends helped Robertson scrape up money “equal to the price of four mules or
nineteen bales of 8-cent cotton” (about six hundred dollars) and published the novel themselves
under the imprint of The Cottonfield Publishers at Clemson, South Carolina. While he waited for
Travelers’ Rest, as he had titled the novel, to appear, he resumed work on another book “about
this restlessness which I think is a national characteristic.” For years he had been gathering
“reams of notes” on the subject, and in 1937 he planned to travel around the world on a freighter
in order to complete his research on the “lonely restless searching” of Americans by studying
“the simplest of the American professional wanderers — the sailors.”13 Robertson left on his
voyage in May 1937, and did not return until December. Once back home in Clemson, he set out
to finish the manuscript he had gathered material for during his travel. He completed a rough
draft, titled “The Pilgrim,” in 1938, but the manuscript remained unpublished when Robertson



died in 1943.By 1938, whether by happenstance or by choice, Ben Robertson had become what
he would remain for the rest of his life, a striving author and a successful freelance journalist. He
told friends in early 1938 that he excepted to return to New York to look for work as soon as he
finished his second book manuscript. But a couple of unexpected developments kept him in the
South Carolina Upcountry longer than he had intended. In late February 1938, Theo Vaughn, a
close friend of Robertson’s, told Ben privately that he intended to challenge the state’s senior
United States senator, Ellison D. “Cotton Ed” Smith, in the Democratic primary that August, and
Robertson vowed to stay in South Carolina and help Vaughn with publicity through the election.
Vaughn, a Southern progressive, had emerged from a cotton mill background to graduate from
Clemson College and do graduate work in rural sociology at Columbia University. Robertson
recognized that the young Vaughn faced an uphill struggle against the entrenched incumbent,
but he hoped that Cotton Ed’s age and his criticism of the broadly popular New Deal might give
a capable young challenger an outside chance. Robertson considered Smith “a strange
anomaly” even for South Carolina. As the young journalist explained to a friend in New York,
Smith “never has been too highly regarded; … he has usually been elected because the majority
had rather have him than have the man opposing him. There is a saying,” Robertson continued,
“that it is better to have Cotton Ed’s luck than [to] have a license to steal.” He conceded that
Smith was “a brilliant story teller on the stump,” perhaps ranking “above even Pitchfork Ben
Tillman and [Cole] Blease as stumpers” and that he “always makes capital of ‘nigger lovers.’ …”
Still, Robertson observed hopefully, “Times are changing.”14 By June 1938, however, when the
full field of senatorial candidates came into plain view, Vaughn decided to bow out of the Senate
contest in favor of a race for an Upcountry seat in the Congress. Disappointed, Robertson
nevertheless decided to remain in South Carolina and cover the hotly contested Senate race
between the conservative Smith, the avidly pro-New Deal governor Olin D. Johnston, and the
influential and pro-New Deal state legislator Edgar A. Brown, as well as to report on the fortunes
of his friend Burnet R. Maybank in the eight-man gubernatorial free-for-all, for the nearby
Anderson Independent.In early June, Robertson’s attention was momentarily diverted from
politics by the controversy aroused by the appearance of his novel, Travelers’ Rest. The privately
published work received, at best, tepid reception from respected reviewers. Time called it an
“honest, spotty book” which traced “an old Southern family through their fights with nature,
neighbors, and each other” and showed “old pioneers” involved in “wenching, gambling,
stealing, murdering.” Another review judged the book “a pretty sketchy performance” that read
“like a county history interspersed with inspired and poetic passages.”15 And it was precisely
the “county history” nature of the candid novel that provided fodder for controversy in South
Carolina. In June, Mrs. John Logan Marshall, state regent of the Daughters of the American
Revolution, ignited the controversy when she criticized Robertson for portraying the ancestors of
modern South Carolinians as a drinking, swearing, whoring, and murdering lot and pronounced
the book unfit for decent South Carolinians to read. Robertson had, in fact, based at least a
portion of the book on an old set of family papers, and a number of Robertson family neighbors



could hardly have failed to identify characters in the novel who closely resembled some of their
forbears. By Robertson’s account, one Clemson woman claimed that she “blushed for three
days after reading the book,” while another complained, “I try to be broadminded but I agree with
Mrs. Marshall, … really he’s slung mud over us all.”16 The press, and especially the Greenville
Piedmont, even succeeded in drawing Governor Olin D. Johnston’s wife into the fray. The press
queried Mrs. Johnston about whether or not Traveler’s Rest was a book she would recommend
for South Carolina children. Mrs. Johnston prudently declined comment until after she had read
the book. Sometime later, she went public with a list of books she would urge South Carolina
school children to read, but explained that she had not thought it appropriate to include
Travelers’ Rest. Finally, in August 1938, Ben’s kinfolk, gathered at a family reunion in Pickens
county, had nearly the last word on the subject when they came out four-square in defense of
their kinsman, the author. Though the controversy over Travelers’ Rest certainly ruffled some
feathers around South Carolina, Robertson apparently enjoyed the flap immensely. Indeed, he
and a few of his friends in the newspaper business probably orchestrated the entire controversy
in an effort to publicize the novel and help them recoup the small sums they had invested in the
publication. Robertson thanked George Chaplin, a friend and city editor of the Greenville
Piedmont, for the way his paper had “handled things.” All “has been wonderful,” he wrote, and
“we certainly have enjoyed it over here [at Clemson].”17 After the controversy died out, some of
Robertson’s newspaper friends tried unsuccessfully to generate yet another war of words with
the state chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy.Robertson next turned his
attention to the political stump meetings which traditionally dominated the month of August
during even-numbered years in South Carolina. His articles on the 1938 stump meetings,
published mainly in the Anderson Independent, rank among the most colorful and thorough
accounts of these important political gatherings ever written. Though his published accounts
were almost entirely free of bias, Robertson was clearly disappointed when Cotton Ed Smith
won re-election decisively over Governor Olin Johnston (though he was no great admirer of
Johnston), but his hopes for his state were buoyed when his friend Maybank overcame strong
anti-Charleston sentiment and emerged from a crowded pack to win the gubernatorial
race.18Since winning the Democratic primary was tantamount to winning election in South
Carolina in 1938, the political season was over after the run-off primary in early September. For
the rest of the year and throughout 1939 Robertson free-lanced. He traveled widely and wrote a
few travel pieces for the Saturday Evening Post.19 His most frustrating effort, however, was
undertaken closer to home. In the summer of 1939, he decided to write a feature on Atlanta
writer Margaret Mitchell, whose 1936 novel, Gone With The Wind, won lasting fame when the
epic movie version appeared in 1939. After spending some time on the story, Robertson
confessed, “I stepped in where the angels don’t tread.” Mitchell “won’t talk,” Robertson told an
editor, “but her friends will talk their heads off.” Mitchell objected to some of the information
Robertson garnered from those who knew her and wrote Robertson “a letter as long as Gone
With The Wind” calling him “no gentleman and a betrayer of great authors in the homes of their



intimate friends.” Even worse, from Robertson’s point of view, were Mitchell’s threats to sue him
for slander.20Early in 1940, Robertson accepted a job with PM, the newly founded New York
daily published by former Time executive Ralph Ingersoll with strong financial backing from
Marshall Field III and Marian Rosenwald Stern, heir to the Sears-Roebuck fortune. Avowedly
liberal in its editorial policy, PM claimed it was “against people who push other people around”
and that it preferred “democracy to any other principle of government.” From its first issue, PM
criticized isolationism and argued in favor of American intervention in World War II. In June 1940,
Robertson went to Great Britain to cover the British war effort. Though he had earlier written
critically of British hauteur, Robertson was now quickly impressed with the intense patriotism of
the British and their bravery under the daily air assaults launched by the Germans between June
and December of 1940. Robertson’s moving dispatches to PM from London were
unquestionably his best journalistic work. From his reports on strategy sessions at No. 10
Downing Street to his interviews with charwomen in London’s underground bomb shelters,
Robertson captured not only the drama of war but also its enormous emotional impact on
ordinary British subjects. He also displayed considerable personal courage, remaining above
ground during bombing raids on London and watching spectacular air battles between the
Luftwaffe and the Royal Air Force from the white cliffs of Dover.21It was while covering the Battle
of Britain that Robertson forged friendships with other war correspondents of the first rank. His
associates in London included Whitelaw Reid, Eric Sevareid, Helen Kirkpatrick, and Edward R.
Murrow. Sevareid later remembered Robertson for his “sheer likability” and remarked on
Robertson’s gift for making people feel “comfortable” around him.22 But it was Murrow who
became Robertson’s closest friend and companion. Murrow, who was fast making a name for
himself as the best of the extraordinarily capable correspondents covering the war for CBS,
anonymously substituted for Robertson as columnist for PM when the latter traveled to the
United states on furlough, and Robertson, despite his slow Southern drawl, was heard as guest
commentator on Murrow’s “This is London” nightly radio broadcast.23In January 1941,
Robertson returned to the United States on furlough, and during January and February he drew
on his notes and diaries to write I Saw England, a moving account of the war in general and the
Battle of Britain in particular. When the book appeared that summer, it met with widespread
critical approval. The Times Literary Supplement said that of the “number of books written about
the Battle of Britain” none was “so vivid and sincere” as Robertson’s. I Saw England was “a book
British people should read.”24 The New York Times called it “a stimulating, and, in some ways,
inspiring book, one not to be missed,” while Robertson’s old paper, the Herald-Tribune, lauded it
as “an enthralling account” marked by “a passion for detail and a talent for anecdote.”25
Robertson’s own hope for the book was that it would rally Americans behind the British cause
and prepare them for the direct American intervention that he already believed both desirable
and inevitable.Robertson openly admitted that his experience covering the war had given him
not only a new appreciation for freedom and the responsibility it entailed, but also a new and
stronger sense of his own mortality and immortality. In I Saw England, Robertson explained that



sitting on Shakespeare Cliff near Dover and watching air battles “changed me as an individual. I
lost my sense of personal fear,” he continued, “because I saw that what happened to me did not
matter. We counted as individuals only as we took our place in the procession of history. It was
not we who counted, it was what we stood for. And I knew now for what I was standing — I was
for freedom. It was as simple as that…. We were where we were and we had what we had
because a whole line of people had been willing to die.”What Robertson discovered at Dover
was what he believed his American forbears had discovered in crucial battles at other times and
places. “I understood Valley Forge and Gettysburg at Dover,” the young Upcountryman wrote,
“and I found it lifted a tremendous weight off your spirit to find yourself willing to give up your life
if you have to — I discovered Saint Matthew’s meaning about losing a life to find it. I don’t see
now why I ever again should be afraid.”Only ten days after he sent I Saw England to the
publisher, Robertson returned to London to resume his duties with PM. He remained abroad
from March until August, when he returned to the States to write a series of articles and make
public appearances designed to encourage American entry into the war. By early fall, still on
furlough, he was home again at his father’s house in Clemson, seriously contemplating running
for a seat in Congress and working furiously on what most of his friends thought was another
book about the war. Robertson had toyed with the notion of running for Congress in 1940. One of
Robertson’s South Carolina newspaper friends had told him then that he would “either win by a
big margin, or get hell beat out” of him. In 1940, the general consensus of observers in South
Carolina’s Third Congressional district was that Robertson’s “knowledge of publicity” and his
“liberalism” would give him the decided advantage over one of his likely opponents, the
conservative John Taylor, in the Upcountry district dominated numerically by small farmers and
textile workers, but that Robertson might find the political going tough against pro-labor
incumbent, Butler Hare.26 Whatever his chances in 1940, Robertson had dropped his political
plans when PM offered to send him to London. By 1941, however, he was even more
determined to consider a political career and began putting out serious feelers.27 Among those
Robertson asked for advice was the powerhouse of South Carolina politics during the 1930s and
1940s, Senator James F. Byrnes, whom Roosevelt had named to the United States Supreme
Court in the spring of 1941. “The reporting side of newspaper work keeps a man sitting on the
fence, seeing both sides,” Robertson told Byrnes, “and I have now reached the point where I
want to get down off the fence and pitch in and do what I actually can to get things done.”
Byrnes’s response to Robertson was polite but hardly encouraging, and Robertson again
decided to postpone his turn at politics for a while longer.28Instead, he used his fall at Clemson
to work on his next book. From September through December of 1941, Robertson quietly,
almost furtively, gathered material for the volume. When Wright Bryan visited him in Clemson on
December 5, he found the journalist “sitting in a back room with his typewriter and masses of
notes on a table, with maps, pictures, and diagrams tacked to all the walls.” Robertson was
working feverishly on a book, but, following an old author’s superstition, chose not to tell Bryan
what the book was about. He did tell Bryan, two days before Pearl Harbor, “I must work fast. We’ll



be in this war soon and my paper will want me to go abroad again.”29 The book Robertson was
writing at such a furious pace was not another war book but the manuscript of Red Hills and
Cotton, which he shipped off to the publisher in January 1942. Robertson revised the concluding
passages a little in early February, but by spring he was headed overseas again for PM to cover
the war in northern Africa, the Soviet Union, and India.Red Hills and Cotton: An Upcountry
Memory, Ben Robertson’s hastily composed, precocious memoir, appeared in the summer of
1942. Because it was not a war book, Red Hills and Cotton attracted less attention initially than I
Saw England, but the bulk of the attention it received was favorable. The critic for the New York
Times Book Review said the book “casts a witching spell” that would “linger long and happily in
the reader’s mind.”30 James Kirk Paulding in Commonweal agreed, observing that “Mr.
Robertson writes with almost Old Testament eloquence of his own people.”31 Writing for the
New Republic, noted Southern novelist Stark Young deemed Red Hills and Cotton “a good
book” about the “other country” of the South, the “antithesis” of Charleston, the Carolina
Piedmont. Young, one of the Twelve Southerners who issued the “Agrarian Manifesto,” I’ll Take
My Stand, in 1930, acknowledged that the Piedmont of Robertson’s Red Hills and Cotton was
“not the South I grew up with, which was plantation, cavalier, and cotton; but the whole … is so
truly and deeply viewed, so proudly and deeply felt … that I recognize without any reservations
its validity as a Southern record.” Moreover, Young, unlike many future readers who focused
primarily on the author’s obvious affection for his home region, also recognized, as Robertson
hoped his readers would, that “in the very soundest sense” Red Hills and Cotton was “a
commentary on our American democracy, not in the thumping Times Square variety of song and
radio, but drawing from the ancient life of our country.”32Privately, kudos for Robertson flowed in
to his family, friends, and publisher. Historian H.C. Brearley told Robertson that Red Hills and
Cotton was “a charming piece of writing” and the “best plea for agrarianism” that he had ever
seen. The arguments of Donald Davidson, Allen Tate, John Crowe Ransom, and others in I’ll
Take My Stand, Brearley allowed, were “sentimental” but Robertson’s were “realistic.”33 Chapel
Hill-based sociologist Howard W. Odum, founder of the Regionalist school of sociology and
vocal critic of the Agrarians, also had high praise for Red Hills and Cotton. “Nowhere have I
found a more realistic, vivid, and sympathetic portraiture of The Way of the South,” he told
publisher Alfred A. Knopf. Odum commended Robertson for “describing a regional culture” in
such detail that his book would help “social anthropologists to understand the culture of the
South.”34 Ironically, one of the few negative commentaries on Red Hills and Cotton was written
by another native Upcountryman and journalist, Harry Ashmore. Robertson had met Ashmore at
a panel discussion among journalists held at Clemson in early 1941 and had found young
Ashmore a stimulating conversationalist. Ashmore later described his relationship with the older
Robertson as one between “an admiring young reporter and a very senior journalist.”35 But for
all they had in common, Ashmore had serious reservations about Red Hills and Cotton. A young
Southern liberal nurtured in the same hillcountry valleys as Robertson, Ashmore found the book
entirely too favorable an account of Upcountry life. “We refused to yield to progress,” Ashmore



lamented; “we made a virtue out of poverty, out of doing without. We transmitted our dogma from
one generation to another … and we ruthlessly discouraged any signs of budding intellectual
curiosity.” Further, he insisted that Robertson’s hope for a future guided by the “Yankee mind and
Southern heart” was “fatuous.” The “only future we have any right to hope for,” Ashmore
maintained, “is the one we’ll make for ourselves with our own hands and minds when we …
accept the fact that the only certainty is change.” Ashmore found it ironic that most Upcountry
folk “scorned the Charlestonians because they couldn’t stand defeat, because they retired into a
dream world to embroider the memories they cherish” without realizing “that there is no real
difference between a mouldy old mansion on The Battery and [a] few red acres in the Keowee
Valley” as long as both serve “as a refuge for a people who ran and hid because their
grandfathers once took a terrible licking….” Ashmore thought the chief problem with Red Hills
and Cotton was suggested by its subtitle, An Upcountry Memory. Robertson remembered the
Upcountry “the way any man remembers his childhood; the good things stand out, the bad
things fade.” A more appropriate title, in Ashmore’s view, was: “Epitaph for the Upcountry — In
Loving Memory Of a World That Existed Only in The Minds of a Few of Us.”36
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Dabbler, “A Southern classic. Ben Robertson had a gift for writing as evidenced by his wonderful
and descriptive memoir. I first read Red HIlls and Cotton 40 years ago and purchased this
paperback copy last week. I enjoyed every word about life in South Carolina from the post Civil
War period up to the Pearl Harbor bombing. It was interesting to compare life in 2014 to the life
in the first half of the 20th century...a lot has changed but some things have not. Today, I even
drove to Pickens, SC and found the old homeplace of Ben Robertson's grandfather to be very
well maintained and still in a beautiful setting even though our political and economic times have
changed drastically. Very much like the subject matter of this book!After reading this classic for
the second time, I immediately started back at the beginning with a highlighter in hand to make
note of a lot of interesting facts that I want to remember as our wonderful country continues to
change over time. I recommend that you read it for yourself and make your own observations.”

Conroy, “Ben Robertson captures the South at its finest. An excellent read.. Not to be missed.
WOW. Could not put this book down. Talk about great prose. It doesn't get any better. I'm only
sorry the writer died so young - and did not leave us more. As a Southerner -- this book captures
our culture perfectly - an all too quickly disappearing culture. The only thing would have made
the read better was to be sitting on the back back in rocking chair with a warn slice of fresh
pecan pie with a scoop of homemade ice cream. For all you true children of the South - you will
love this book.”

kellylee, “A true tradition.. I bought this copy as a gift for my son. Over the past forty years I have
had numerous copies "borrowed" and never returned. Some of the copies were very difficult to
obtain so I was very happy to see it on Amazon. My son said it was the most enjoyable book and
he hadn't gotten past the introduction yet. It is a beautiful book and I wish we had more from
Ben Robertson. He was truly gifted.”

Aldena, “Our Road Ahead.. I had searched for this book. I owned one, and I had loaned it out
and could not remember to whom I loaned it. So, I purchased several copies, one to keep and
the others to give away. Needless to say, I finally found my 1st copy. This book was a sitting in
the depression times, and the hardships of the time, and the reminisce of the times before, that
were richer and more simple. Its good to remember the way were are raised, understand what
we have gone through, and be able to move forward into the future, whatever comes. The
message at the end, knowing that in the end he was killed in an airplane accident during the
World War !!, that road we set out to see is not the one that we remember, and to understand
that the road taken may in fact be a better one.”

Patricia M. Bowie, “Great book about a great period in our country. I have heard about this book
all of my life but did not think that anyone had additional copies. It is a wonderful book and



should be read by anyone who grew up in the South and others as well!”

Jessica, “Good value. Bought for school, good read”

Mima Carol, “THIS IS WHERE I COME FROM. I live in the 'red hills' of this book. It tells me of a
time when my mom was young. She had this book (hardcover, 1st edition, she thinks) and
loaned it out. Well....you know it never came home. She was happy to have this copy, even
though it wasn't her original one that she bought new when it came out.”

The book by Piers Morgan has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 61 people have provided feedback.
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